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ABSTMCT

RELATIONSHIJ' BETWEEN INTERCELLULAR, ADHESlVENESS
AND GLUTAMINE SYNTHETASE Sl'ECTFI:,C ACTJ:VITY TN
SYNCHRONIZED CULTURES OF

TERATOMA CELLS
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b.·
y
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b1 cultures·. o;f -mouse ter8,tQma,
(3n.l11) and colcemid ·CO. 5

cells~

synchpon:i,zed w;l th thymi,d:i,ne

-:mcgfw1 ~ cellula,r adhesiveness displayed an

osd:,llatory pattexn with peaks of_ glutamine

synth~tase (GS}

activity occurring lust prior to peaks· ofa,dhesivenes.s,

The results

demonstrate a correlation between GS specific activity and
adhesiveness,
intercellular

specific

cellul;;~.r

Based upon· previous work which implies L.-glutG®fne in
adhesion~

it is not'unrea,sonable.to speculate that GS

specific activity and cellular adhesiveness 111ay be causally related,
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INTRODUCTION

Cellular glutamine is utilized as a specific precursor for
proteins, amino acids, and nucleotides (45).

Glutamine has also been

shown to be required for the formation of complex carbohydrates found
on the cell surface, which appear to be involved in intercellular
adhesion (5,10,13,28,29,32,34,38).

The addition of exogenous L- ·

glutamine is required to promote cellular aggregation in ascites grown
mouse teratoma cells (29,33,34), Ehrich ascites cells, Sarcoma-180
cells, Taper liver ascites tumor cells, and tQ some extent chick
embryo neural retina cells (32).

Evidence suggests that

L~glutamine

promotes adhesiveness by its role in transaminating fructose-6phosphate to form amine sugar containing molecules which mediate
cellular adhesion (10,29,32-34,38).

Since glutamine is considered to

play an essential role in the teratoma cell adhesion mechanism, the
synthesis of glutamine and its subsequent by-products and their
regulation are of primary interest.
Glutamine is formed from glutamic acid and ammonia by the action
of glutamine synthetase (GS) !L-glutamate: ammonia ligase (ADP)
(E.C. 6.3.1.2.)j (19).

glutamic acid

+ NH 3 + ATP

<E ~

glutamine

+ ADP + Pi

Since glutamine is a substrate of many key biosynthetic reactions, GS
could play an important role in metabolism ( 15,19 ,44), differentiation
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(22,24,26,37), and intercellular adhesion (5,13,24,28,29,32-34,38).
Previous studies have shown that teratoma cells grown in culture
contain GS, essential in the formation of L-glutamine which is
required for cellular adhesion in the teratoma system (5,13,28,40).
GS has also been found in chick embryonic retina (22-24,26,37),
hepatoma tissue culture cells (15), rat liver (45), chinese hamster
cells (46), L-cells (44), the

b~cterium

Escherichia coli (14,42), and

ascites grown mouse teratoma cells (5,13).
GS.specific activity can be induced in a variety of systems using
corticosteroids such as hydrocortisone (5, 13,22,23,26,37 ,40).
Hydrocortisone has also been shown to augment intercellular adhesion
between mouse teratoma cells in culture along with enhancement of GS
specific activity (13,40).

P

Actinomycin·n, a compound known to stimulate GS specific activity
in other systems,. increased both GS specific activity and intercellular adhesiveness over controls in both batch cultures of mouse
teratoma cells at confluency (28) and at low density levels (5).
Studies indicate the existence of a modulation of the cell
surface associated with cell recognition and cell growth (8) as well
as age-related differences in intercellular adhesion (1,25).

There is

also evidence that cell cycle-dependent structural changes in the cell
surface (8,36), modulation of specific lectin binding sites throughout
the cell cycle (9,12,18), and cell cycle-dependent changes in cell
surface glycosyltransferase activity occur (3,43,47).
It has been previously demonstrated _that levels of GS specific
activity increased just prior to confluency in mouse teratoma cells

3

grown in culture (5h

Cells grown in culture which are non-cycling

are generally confluent.

Therefore, it is of particular interest to

determine levels of GS specific activity and cellular adhesiveness
during a typical cell cycle of mouse teratoma cells grown in syn2hronized cultures.
The purpose of this study is to determine if increased cell
adhesiveness and increased GS specific activity occur at a specific
time during the cell cycle of mouse teratoma cell cultures.

In these

synchronized cultures, cellular adhesiveness displayed oscillatory
patterns with peaks of GS specific activity occuring just prior to
peaks of adhesiveness.

These results demonstrate a correlation

between GS specific activity and cellular adhesiveness.

p

MATERIALS AND METIIODS

Teratoma tissue cultures.

Cultures of mouse teratoma cells were

obtained from Dr. John Lehman, Department of Pathology, University of
Colorado Medical Center.

2
Stock cultures were maintained in 75 em

plastic tissue culture flasks (Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.) in
a humidified 5%

co 2

atmosphere at 37°

C.

The growth medium used for

maintaining stock cultures (CMEM) consisted of:

Eagles Minimal

Essential Medium containing Earle's salts without L-glutamine (MEM)
(Grand Island Biological Co., Grand Island, N.Y.), supplemented with
10% heat inactivated fetal calf serum (Grand lsland Biological Co.,
Grand Island, N.Y.), 200 units Penicillin per ml, 200 meg Streptomycin
per ml, 0.5 meg Fungizone per ml (Microbiological Associates, Bethesda,
Md.), 50 meg Gentimycin per m1 (Sigma Chemical Corp., St. Louis, Mo.),
2 mM L-glutamine (Microbiological Associates, Bethesda, Md.).
media was changed every 2-3 days.

The

Cells were transferred prior to

confluency by vigorous pipetting in MEM, washed once in MEM,
resuspended in CMEM, and reseeded into new flasks at a 1:3 ratio.
Synchronization procedure.

Logarithmically growing cells were

2
2
reseeded in 75 cm and 150 cm tissue culture flasks (Corning Glass
Works, Corning, N.Y.), and allowed to grow until approximately 3 days
from confluency.

Cells were then fed with CMEM - L-glutamine + 3 mM

thymidine (Sigma Chemical Corp., St. Louis, Mo.) for 20-22 hours.

The

cells were then incubated with 1.5 volumes of CMEM- L-glutamine for

-4-
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10 hours.

At this time, the cells were refed with CMEM - L-glutamine

+ 0. 5 meg colcemid per

m1 ( Calbiochem, San Diego, CaL) for 4-4. 5

hours or until the effects of the colcemid were apparent upon
microscopic examination (the colcemid caused the cells stuck to the
flasks to round up and become disk shaped).

This synchronization

technique is similar to that used by Doida and Okada (1967), with the
exception that deoxycytidine was not used to coUnter the effects of
thymidine treatment (7).
Intercellular adhesion·assay. At each time point after release from
.
2
colcemid, a 75 em flask was taken and the media poured off. The
cells were washed off by vigorous pipetting in 37° C MEM, aided by
the use of a neoprene policeman.

The cells were centrifuged in a

15 ml conicai centrifuge tube in an International Clinical Centrifuge
(Rotor #221) at 1000 RPM for 3 minutes.
.

The MEM was poured off and
.

the pellet was resuspended in 1 ml of MEM at 37

0

c.

0.2 ml aliquots

were placed in three 1 dram screw cap vials and placed in a 37° C
humidified incubator on a gyratory shaker with a 4 5/8" radius of
rotation at 60 RPM for 15 minutes.

Counts were made prior to and

after rotation by diluting 0.2 m1 cell suspension with 10 m1 Isoton
(Scientific Products, Irvine, Cal.) in 12 dram shell vials, using an
electronic particle counter (Model 112LT Celloscope, Particle Data,
Elmhurst~

Ill.).

Cellular adhesion was determined by the disap-

pearance of single cells from the medium into cell aggregates (30}.
The presence of aggregates (and single cells prior to rotation) was
determined by microscopic examination.

Viability before and after
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rotation averaged 90% as dete.rmined by trypan blue dye exclusion.
Glutamine synthetase assay.
2

150 em

Concurrent with the adhesion assay, a

flask was taken and the media poured off.

The cells were

washed from the flask by vigorous pipetting aided by the use of a
neoprene policeman in ice cold 0.01 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.1).

The

cells were centrifuged in a 15 m1 conical centrifuge tube at 1000 RPM
in an International Clinical Centrifuge (Rotor # 221) for 3 minutes.
The pellet was resuspended in 5 ml of ice cold 0.01 M phosphate
buffer (pH 7.1).

A 0.2 m1 aliquot was taken for a cell count, and

the remaining cell suspension was sonically disrupted in an ice-water
bath by two 2 minute sonications at a setting. of 70 using an Ultratip
Labsonic System (Lab-Line
equipped with a microtip.

Instru~nts,

Inc., Melrose Park, Ill.)

The sonicate was microscopically examined

to assure complete disruption of the cells.

The sonicate- was then

centrifuged at 12000 X G for 30 minutes at 5° C in a Sorval RC2-B
centrifuge with an SS-34 Rotor.

The supernatent from this centri-

fugation contained the enzyme glutamine synthetase (GS)

(5~13.28,40).

The supernatent from each time point was placed in a 5 ml nunc vial
and frozen in liquid nitrogen until the time of the assay.
GS not only catalyzes the reaction of glutamate + ammonia to
form glutamine, but also the reaction of glutamine + hydroxylamine to
form gamma-glutamylhydroxamate + ammonia.

Although the biological

significance of this second reac_tion is not known, the product does
form a characteristic brown color with ferric chloride, which can be
detected colormetrically (19).

GS was assayed by the glutamotrans-
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ferase assay (17, 19,24).

The procedure was basically that of Moscona

and Hubby (1963), with the following modifications.

To each reaction

tube was added 0. 8 ml of "Stock Solution", containing 97.5 mM sodium
acetate, 19.4 mM }1nC1

2

• 4H

2

o,

and 130 mM L-glutamine (no phosphate

was used due to a precipitate which formed when added to "Stock
Solution").

To this "Stock Solution" was added 0.7 m1 of enzyme

extract and 0.2 m1 of 0.6 mM ATP in 0.01 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.1).
This mixture was

incubated for 10 minutes at 37° C.

Then 0. 3 m1 of

100 mM hydroxylamine hydrochloride was added, and this mixture was
incubated for one hour at 37°

c.

Blanks were prepared using 0. 3 ml of

O.Of M phosphate buffer- (pH 7.1) in place of hydroxylamine hydrochloride.

The reaction was stopped by addition of 1.5 ml of a

solution made up of equal parts of 2.5 N HCl, 15% trichloroacetic
acid, and 5% ferric chloride in 0.1 N HCl.

This mixture was then

centrifuged for 5 minutes at top speed in an International Clinical
Centrifuge (Rotor #221).

The optical density of the supematent was

read at 500 nm in a Beckman Model 24 Spectrophotometer in ground glass
spectrophotometer cells (Sevant lust. Inc., Hicksville, N.Y.).
Glutamyl hydroxamic acid (GHA) formation was determined by comparison
with

a

GHA standard (Sigma Chemical Corp., St. Louis, Mo.).

Protein

concentrations were estimated by the method of Lowry~ et · al, (1951)
using bovine serum albumen (Sigma Chemical Corp., St. Louis, Mo.) as a
standard.

GS specific activity is defined as micromoles GHA formed

per hour per mg protein.

RESULTS

Cell synchrony.

In all six experiments there was a lag phase

following release from colcemid.

In four of the six experiments the

cells divided within 2-4 hours .following release from colcemid.

In

most cases, division was clearly synchronous, but the population did
not remain synchronous through the second division following release
from colcemid (Figure 1).

The generation time for the mouse teratoma

cells in culture is between 24 and 28 hours, as determined by growth
curve experiments on logarithmically growing cells.
Total per cell protein concentration in synchronized cultures of mouse
teratoma cells.

Total protein concentr.ation on a per cel.l basis of

synchronized cultures of mouse teratoma cells was determined at two
hour time points following releas.e from colcemid.

Protein concen-

tration was estimated by the method of Lowry, et al, (1951) using
bovine serum albumen as a standard.

Total protein was extracted from

the enzyme extract prior to centrifugation.

However, the relative

difference between total protein and soluble protein (enzyme extract
a~ter

centrifugation) were practically indistinguishable.

Cell counts

wete made prior to sonication to detertil.ine protein concentrations on a
per cell basis.

Total protein concentration per cell drops off

sharply as expected at division and reaches its lowest level 2 hours
following division.

The concentration of total protein per cell rises

4 hours following division, then the concentration of per cell protein

-8~
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oscillates with slight changes for the remaining time points probably
due to sampling error (Figure 1).

This data supports the cell

synchrony (Figure 1).
GS specific activity in synchronized cultures of mouse teratoma
cells.

GS specific activity was measured in cultures of synchonized

mouse teratoma cells at two--hour intervals following release from
colcemid.

The assay for GS specific activity-was performed from

freshly-thawed enzyme extract, so that the assay could be performed on
all time points simultaneously.

Levels of GS specific activity drop

off sharply immediately following cell division, to its lowest level
at the 2nd hour following cell division.

The level of GS specific

activity then rises between the 2nd and 6th hour after division, and
remains at an elevated level until the 8th hour after division.

The

GS specific activity level declines ·for the next 4 hours, then
increases until the 16th hour following division to itshighest level
following division (Figure 2).
Cellular adhesion in synchronized cultures of mouse teratoma cells.
Cellular adhesion was measured in cultures of synchronous mouse
teratoma cells at two-hour intervals following release from colcemid.
Because of variability in the length of the cell cycle of the
cultured mouse teratoma cells through the duration of these experiments, the results do not lend themselves to rigorous statistical
analysis.

However, the same pattern was seen in all experiments.

The results of one such experiment (Figure 2) show oscillatory
patterns of adhesiveness in synchronous populations of mouse teratoma

10

cells in culture (Figures 1 and 2 represent the same single experiment), and shows an apparent relationship between cellular adhesion
and GS specific activity.

Data from six separate experiments reveal

consistant general trends in synchronized populations of mouse
teratoma cells in culture (Figure 3).

There were increases in inter-

cellular adhesiveness at mitosis, 4,10,14,20,28, and 30 hours
following division.

There were decreases in intercellular adhesive-

ness at 2 hours prior to division, and 2,6,12,16,18, and 26 hours
following division.

There was essentially no change in adhesiveness

between 6 to 8, and 20 to 24 hours following division.

The rational

for these determinations is explained in the legend to Figure 3.
The cells were microscopically examined to ensure a single cell
suspension prior to the adhesion assay (Figure 4a).

Aggregates were

examined microscopically after the assay to ensure that there were
indeed aggregates present' and that the decreases in single cells was
not due to other factors (Figure 4b).

Viability prior to and after

the adhesion assay was approximately 90%.
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Figure la:

Per cell total protein concentration of synchronized

cultures of mouse teratoma cells at time points following division.
Protein concentrations in
et al 0 (17).

mcg/ml were estimated by method of Lowry,

Cell counts w·ere taken prior to sonication to determine

protein on a per cell basis ( A).

Figure lb:

Synchronization of mouse teratoma cells grown in culture.

The cells were treated with excess thymidine (3mM) and colcemid (0.5
mcg/ml).

Cell counts were expressed as cells per em

These figures represent a single experiment.
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Figure 2a:

GS specific activity of synchronous cultures of mouse

teratoma cells at time points following division

(~).

GS specific

activity is defined as micromoles GHA formed I hour/mg protein.

GS

specific activity was assayed as described in the text.

Figure 2b:

Intercellular adhesion of synchronized cultures of mouse

teratoma cells at time points following division ( lA).

Adhesion

assay was performed as described in the text.

These figures represent a single experiment.
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Figure 3:

Peaks and troughs of intercellular adhesiveness of

synchronized cultures of mouse teratoma cells at time points following division.

The mean values (% decrease of single cells) from all

time points of six separate experiments (X) and the standard
deviation (SD) of the mean were calculated.

Then the mean values

from each time point of six sep·arate experiments was calculated.

The

designations for the mean values (% decrease of single cells) for
each time point were assigned as follows: +++
to 2 X SD above the mean X, ++

- =

greater than

~

~

less than

greater than or equal

= greater than 1 X SD and less than

2 X SD above the mean X, + = greater than
above the mean X, 0

=

~

~

X SD and less than 1 X SD

X SD above or below the mean X,

X SD and less than 1 X SD below the mean X,

greater than 1 X SD and less than 2 X SD below the mean X, and
greater than or equal to 2 X SD below the mean X.

=
=

In these calcu-

lations the SD was used not as a measure of variability, but rather
in an effort to present these patterns of adhesiveness in a semiquantitative fashion.
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Figure 4-a:

Single cells prior to adhesion assay.

Figure 4b:

Aggregates following adhes·ion assay.

Aggregates represent a time point of peak intercellular adhesiveness.
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DISCUSSION
An apparent correlation between GS specific_ activity and
intercellular adhesiveness has been observed.

The evidence

represented here suggests that cell adhesiveness may be controlled
by cyclic changes of GS specific activity during the mitotic cycle
of synchronized cultures of mouse teratoma cells.

Fi·gure 2 shows an

oscillatory pattern of intercellular adhesion, preceded by increased
levels of GS specific

acti~ity.

These peaks of GS suggest a periodic synthesis of an unstable
enzyme which may be regulated by an "oscillatory repression" type of
control mechanism.

This method of regulation attributes the periods

of enzyme synthesis to oscillations \vhich are set up by the negative
feed-back interactions of metabolic end products and the genome with
the same frequency as the cell cycle (21).

Conformational

fluctuations between catalytically active and inactive forms of the
enzyme would also result in peak patterns.
It has previously been demonstrated that L-glutamine is required
by mouse teratoma cells, and other mouse ascites tumor cells in the
synthesis of complex carbohydrates involved in intercellular adhesion
(29, 32-34).

L-glutamine acts to transaminate fructose-6-phosphate, a

key intermediate in the synthesis of cell surface carbohydrate containing molecules which may mediate cellular adhesion (10,29,32-34,
38).

Since L-glutamine is synthesized by GS, the regulation of the
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enzyme and its subsequent products are of key importance to the
understanding of this type of adhesion mechanism which may be mediated
by complex carbohydrates located on the surface of cells.

Cell cycle

related regulatory processes, such as "oscillatory repression" (21),
may play a role in understanding some of the biosynthetic processes
involved in GS regulation and adhesion.
Glycoproteins, a class of complex carbohydrates which is
basically a protein with carbohydrates attached, are one of the end
products of glucosamine-6-phosphate biosynthesis (29, 38).

Glyco-

proteins are one of the components located on the cell surface (41),
which may mediate cellular

adhesion~

In syncpronized cultures of

L51781 mouse lymphoma cells grown in suspension, the activity levels
of certain glycoprotein:glycosyltransferases were found to be
depressed during mitosis (2,3).

Cellul,ar proteins and glycoproteins

are synthesized throughout the cell cycle.

However, during the S-

phase, the rate of_ glycoprotein synthesis was higher in relation to
protEdn synthesis during other stages in the cell cycle (2).
Secreted proteins and glycoproteins are synthesized throughout the
cell cycle without any general pattern, except that the secretion was
elevated in late Sand G (2).
2

In NIL hamster cells, .cells perman-

ently expose newly synthesized glycoproteins at mitosis (48).
Glycoproteins also appear to make up teratoma adhesion factor. a
component of the teratoma ascites fluid which causes significant
aggre-gation of teratoma ascites cells (17, 30), and appears to be an
. integral part of the teratoma adhesion mechanism (17).
Glycolipids, another class of complex carbohydrates found on the
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cell surface (41), are also an end product of glucosamine-6-phosphate
biosynthesis possibly involved with intercellular adhesiveness (29,
38).

Cellular lipids and glycolipids in L51781 cells are synthesized

exclusively during G and mitosis, while no synthesis of cellular
2
lipids and glycolipids occurred during S and G (2).
1

However, in NIL

hamster cells, glycolipids were synthesized throughout all phases
of the cell cycle (48).

In fibroblast cells, there are density-

dependent changes in the

concent~ations

of certain glycolipids.

When

cells that are subject to density-dependent inhibition approach cellcell contact, an increase in certain glycolipids was observed (11).
Cell-cell contact of normal cells in culture result in distinct
biochemical alterations in the cell surface (27); however, these
changes do not occur on transformed cells ( 11,27).

It is speculated

that on normal cells, and not on transformed cells, certain
glycolipids are extended or have certain terminal saccharides added
upon cell contact (11).

~IL

8 hamster cells which show contact
d

inhibition, when released from contact inhibition, re-enter the cell
cycle in G •
1

The restriction point (R-point) in which the cells

enter quiescence following contact inhibition seems to fall somewhere
in the G phase following mitosis (35).
1
Lectin binding sites and antigen binding sites also show
alterations during the mitotic cell cycle (9,36,43,48).

Normal

interphase cells are relatively poorly agglutinated by lectins.
Lectin studies have shown that there is a relative ease of agglutination of normal mitotic cells as in malignant cells (43).

Normal 3T3

cells (which usually do not agglutinate with lectins} grown in
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synchronous cultures exhibit sites for lectin agglutinability, but
become "uncovered" during mitosis and are similar to lectin receptor
sites of transformed cells (9).

These sites for lectin agglutin-

ability are also "uncovered" by treatment by trypsin on unsynchr:m·ized cultures (9).

Antigenic sites which are unreactive during S

become active during mitosis (9), and increased reactivity of
antigenic sites are often observed during G and G (48).
2
1

These

studies suggest a re-expression of a more mobile membrane during
mitosis, that malignant cells continually display (ll3).

Synchronized

populations of P8154 cells showed decreased H-2 antigenicity, as
measured by H-2 antiserum, during G -s and was restored during G •
2
1
The expression of the H-2 antigen is decreased during a period of the
cell cycle when most macromolecular synthesis is maximal (G -s); thus
1
it has been suggested that there may

b~

a masking effect or other

rearrangement of antigenic determinants during the cell cycle, since
it is highly unlikely that H-2 antigens are degraded during G -s (36).
1
There is a density-dependent stimulation of GS specific activity
in cultured mouse teratoma cells (5).

GS specific activity is also

subject to induction by the use of certain steroids such as hydrocortisone (5,13,22,23,26,37,40).

The induction of GS.specific

activity is also correlated with an increase in intercellular
adhesion in mouse teratoma cells in culture (13,28,40).

The

induction of GS specific activity by hydrocortisone is somewhat
dependent upon cell-cell interactions (22-24).

Actinomycin D also

acts to induce GS specific activity in cultures of mouse teratoma
cells (5,28).

GS specific activity is inhibited by glutamine (5,6,
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15,46), and is subject to feed-back inhibition by the products of
several pathways utilizing glutamine (15,45).

GS specific activity

is also inhibited by cyclic adenosine 3' ,5'-monophosphate in mouse
teratoma cells (5), and in other systems (15).

Increases in GS

specific activity, require at all times, continuous protein synthesis
(26), as GS specific activity is completely inhibited by cycloheximide
(5,15,26).

GS specific activity in rat liver is activated by alpha-

ketogluterate, and is inhibited by glycine, alanine, and carbamyl
phosphate (45).

In chinese hamster cells, glutamine regulates GS

by accelerating its inactivation or breakdown (46).
Escherichia coli, altered states of GS exist.·

In the bacterium

The relaxed state of
b

GS is catalytically inactive, while the taut state of the enzyme is
catalytically active.

Relaxation of GS can be achieved by the

removaL of divalent cations.

.

-H-

I£ Ca

-H-

,·Mg

-H-

, or Mn

are.preincubated

with the relaxed form of the enzyme, the catalytically active form of
GS is revived.

These interactions are clearly influenced by pH,

inorganic orthophosphate, and possibly other buffer salts, and
especially &lutamate.

These changes are due to very subtle confor-·

mational changes in the enzyme structure (14,42).
Activity of cell surface glycosyltransferases we·re found to be
S-phase peak enzymes in L5178Y cells.

These enzymes, which may play

an important role in cellular adhesion, had virtually no activity
during mitosis.

In this system, adhesions would be expected to be

minimal during mitosis and maximal during the S-phase when surface
glycosyltransferase activ.ity is also maximal (3).

In 3T3 fibroblasts,

a modification in the cell surface upon contact exists, possibly at
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the R-point described by Pardee (1974), in G , by increasing the
1
rate of transfer of D-galactose acceptors present on adjacent cell
membranes (38,39).

In 3T3 cells during mitosis, the proximity of

galactosyltransferases and acceptors on the same cell are close enough
for cis-glycosylation.

At other stages of the cell cycle, 3T3 cells

require cell-cell contact for glycosylation (trans-glycosylation) (39,
47).

This change may be caused by a change or rearrangement of cell

surface galactosyltransferases and acceptors (47).
Since no

S~phase

determination was performed, it is impossible

to determine exactly when G ends, and the S-phase begins.
1

Because

the leng-tfi. of the cell cycle in mouse teratoma cells in culture is
between 24-28 hours, it can be assumed that the S-phase is somewhere
between 8-16 hours following division.

During these time points,

an increase in intercellular adhesiveness is observed.
There appears to be a correlation between GS specific activity
and intercellular adhesiveness (Figure 2).

The peaks in intercellular

adhesiveness are preceded by peaks in GS specific activity.

The

mechanism for the regulation of GS specific activity in this system
is not known, however, several mechanisms for the regulation of GS
specific activity are possible.
With the exception of mitosis, there were no major changes in
protein concentrations observed throughout the cell cycle of mouse
teratoma cells in culture (Figure 1).

Peak patterns of enzyme

specific activity correspond to enzymes which are usually structurally
unstable, and/or subject to the
(21).

phenomen~:m

of ''oscillatory repression"

Therefore, a conceivable mechanism for regulating GS specific
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activity in this system may be one in which GS oscillates between a
catalytically active and inactive conformation as previously described
in the text.

The oscillatory behavior of GS specific activity (and

possibly the oscillatory patterns of intercellular adhesion) may be
mediated by negative feed-back due possibly to products of several
pathways of glutamine biosynthesis.
It has been·suggested that the decreased ability of some tumor

cells to adhere to one anotherroay result from their inability to
produce GS, or to effectively store or transport glutamine (32).
Since glutamine is required for intercellular adhesion in teratoma
cells, the evidence presented here is consistent with the hypothesis
that end products of glutamine biosynthesis -- namely complex carbohydrates located on the cell surface -- are changing throughout the
cell cycle.

This may explain the changes in intercellular adhesive-

ness observed in synchronized populations of mouse teratoma cells in
culture.

Continued work with this system may result in. the explan-

ation of th mechanism of regulation and biochemical pathways involved
in the synthesis of molecules required for mediating intercellular
adhesion.
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